
Drill, : 

USING BUTTONS. In each oi the following write out 3 ways 
tnat you could connect up the target 

HATE/LOVE, person as anti-love or pro-hate of his/her 
bosses (or person with power to influence 
his/her job) buttons. 

a. Target: Bob Jones 18 yr old stock cleric in local 
grocery store. 

Boss: fires kids who are druggies, loves employees 
who are on time to work. 

b. Target: Mrs. Grover a 45 year old volunteer worker 
at the local Charities Assn. 

Boss: Director of the assn. hates people who drinic 
alcouol, and hates employees who wear any type of 
religious symbol (ie, cross, Jewish star, etc.) 

c. Target: Bill Bonehead 25 yr old reporter at the local 
newspaper. 

Boss: Hates enthusiastic reporters or ones who develop 
their own story ideas. Loves robotic "yes men" to 
work under him. 

d. Target: Byron P. Stonehedge 60 yr old director of 
the United General Corp., a multi-diversified $300 
million dollar a year cprp. 

Bosses: Chairnsn of the Board likes conpany n»en 
who tow tne line; once got a airector lired because 
the directors got oad national press when his 
wife committed suicide off of a Las Vegas hotel after 
running up gambling debts - hates company scandal 
like this. Stockholders like dividends and earnings 
from their stocks, hate anything that could prevent 
such. 

e. Target: Dr. Ughlie, internationally known psychiatrist, 
57 yrs old, professor at a local private college and 
in private practice. 

Boases: The local college alumni and president love 
good PR for their school, which hold up their image 
as a college with famous professors; hate bad PR. 

r
Note 
Documents seized by the FBI in three "churches" of scientology.Those drills are designed to spies educated by the cult to steal, burglarize, lie, deceive, and more generally hide scientology bad coups.Searchable OCRed text is behind the image =partly spellchecked)



VALUABLE/PROTECT: in each of the following write out 3 
different ways that you could threaten or attack what 
each target person considers valuable or is protecting. 

aa. Target: Robert Dayman editor of local newspaper, 
56 yrs old. 

Val/pro: His status in media circles, belongs to 
national media clubs and assns. His cow breeding 
farm 10 miles out of town. 

bb. Target: Free-lance writer Sandra Heney, 32 yrs 
old, single, promiscuous 2d, drinks alcohol or 
smokes pot daily. 

Val/pro: Doesn't want her parents to know about 
her promiscuity. Values her "freedom" as a free 
lancer. Protects herself irom being at effect 
with others, likes to control and attack others. 

• 

cc. Target: Investigator in local district attorney's 
office Todd Briggs, 45 yrs old, married, one child. 

Val/pro: Being able to play golf every Saturday 
and sunday, gets very ARC broken if he can't. His 
free vide after work at night, hates to stay after 
6 pm to work a minute alter quitting Lime. 

dd. Target: Congressman Harris, 51 yrs old, lrst term 
in office, widower, 2 married children. 

Val/pro: His PR as "an importent person"'in his 
community - likes for people to admire him, which 
is built on him this rickety PR as congressman 
and as former county commissioner. 

ee. Target: Dr. Goldnose, local child psychiatrist, 
48 yrs old, unmarried. 

Val/pro:* Doesn't want anyone to know that he gets 
sexually aroused by children, that he performs 
various perversions with his child patients and 
keeps a collection of nude pictures of children. 





Drill : 

Planning operations: Take each of the following situations 
and data and plan a three channel operation for each one, 
using lull target series tech, with the purpose of removing 
or fully restraining the enemy concerned. The viewpoint on 
each of these is to get something going fast en each enemy 
and not to get involved in lengthy researching or data 
collecting. Past research targets may he added if necessary. 

a. Mock up an operation on: a local psychiatrist who doesn't 
formally practice psychiatry anymore, but has a column 
in a loc3l newspaper in which he dis.cusses just about; 
anything he wants to colored by his psych viewpoint. 
He has been traced back as tne Who oehind local press 
attacks on tne Church. V/e know that he attends orgies 
rather frequently wit-n aale prostitutes; that he's 
married with two children; tnat he's a social heroin 
user - uses it 1-2 times a month at parties; that the 
owner of the newspapers wife is a rabid Cnristian and 
dispises anyone who is against that; that the newspaper 
owner dearly loves his wife ana would dc anytning for ner; 
that the psych likes to go sailing weekly on his yacht; 
and that he smokes camel cigarettes. 

b. . Mock up an operation on:: a female publisher who is 
behind printing great quantities oi entheta on Sen. 
we know that she is a registered alien (not a US citizen); 
that if aliens are convicted 01 a crime, they will be 
deported; that she is wanted for contempt of court 
in her native country, Germany; that she occaisionally 
smokes marijuana; that she owes lots of money to writers 
whose books she published and has many outstanding Dills 
to pay (printing, office supplies, lawyers, etc) and 
lis actually very very insolvent; that she has been 
doing business in Chicago for 5 yrs without a license; 
that her father was a Nazi who killed over 1500 jews 
in Poland; that sne is engaged to be married to a man 
whose father is tne conductor of the Chicago symphony 
orchestra. 

c. Mock up an operation on: a local squirrel group leader . 
who blew the Sea Org four years ago and now has a rapidly 
expanding squirrel group. We know that he is money 
motivated; is married but has affairs-with female students; 
we have 2 FSMs in his group 1 is a student, the other 
handles the finances of the group; that he gets Scn 
HCOBs and re-writes them verbatim except that he changes 
mentions of Scn/Dn to the name of his own group and 
LRH's name to his own; that he's auditing a local 
policeman; that he has a grant for $5,000 with the local 
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government to pay his "research" expenses for the next 
2 years which he spends on utility bills end other 
operating expenses; that he's got two pet dogs and 
one pet turtle; and that he spends lots of time and 
money maintaining his obsession, a restored 1926 Rolls 
Royce. 

d. MOCK up an operation on: An SP writer who works 
for a popular national magazine and who on his own 
has developed international comm lines with anti-
Scientologists and disaffected staff members. He 
acts as a "switcbooard" for entheta on Scn, and LRH 
and sources many false reports on his own. We know 
that be drinks liquor daily; has a hobby of building 
model aiplanes; has been an award winning writer but 
hasn't won an award for 5 years; that the publisher 
owner of the magazine's pet love in life is to get 
his-own name onto as many board of directors or comm
ittees lists of social do-gooder or charity give-away 
associations, etc. as he can; that the writer's 
senior editor will get very upset with or fire any 
writer who doesn't put in some wording time at the 
office in the evenings or weekends and that the writer 
puts in just enough extra time to keep his boss 
happy; that the writer likes to go fishing and hunting. 

e. MOCK up an operation on: a disaffected Scientologist 
who blew Scn from his local hometown mission last year 
and is now writing sntheta in the local college news
paper where he attends scnool and writes in tne news
paper as part of his journalism studies. One of his 
entheta articles got bought by a nationwide college 
wire service and was printed in many college papers 
throughout the US. We know his parents and a few of 
his friends names from his former records at the 
mission and that he likes sports, out that's about all. 

http://birplttr.es


Drill : 
________ 

Following are drills to practice locating buttons for 
use in Ops. These are by no means all the ways to find 
buttons. Any difficulties encountered should be reported 
to your supervisor so that proper referral to materials 
or cramming can be done. 

HATE/LOVE 
a. Write down 5 separate hate or love buttons that 

you have observed others to have had. (examples: 
When I was a kid I remember our local butcher used 
to hate kids running tnrough his store, in fact he'd 
lose business oy tnrowing the mothers of such children 
out of the store before handling their meat orders. 
Mrs. Kolby, my 5th grade teacher, loved students who 
wore newly cleaned and pressed clothes so much that 
she'd give them higner grades than they deserved.) 

b. Go through some magazines and find long stories or 
interviews of various people until you can get 3 
different people from which you can extract hate 
and love buttons. Write down what you found on 
each person. 

c. Go ooserve as many people as necessary so that in 
the end you can you have observed 5 different people 
about vhich you know at least one of their hate/love 
buttons each. You may not speak with any of these 
people except to maintain your cover ir the area. 
Write up your results. 

d. Go through the literature (magazines, newsletters, 
bulletins, etc.) of a professional, trade or spec
ialty group and note down the hates 
and loves of that groups gleaned from the literature. 

e. Interview the head of personnel in some company 
under suitaole guise and find out "reasons why" 
(Hate/love buttons) their personnel get hired, 
fired, demoted and promoted, 

f. Go to a store, factory, agency or some such and 
interview or survey or converse with several em
ployees to discover the hate and love buttons of 
the management, (minimum of 5 people) 

g. Locate a local executive or manager of some local 
business or activity who handles junior or owns 
the business. Now oy observing; him, interviewing 
him or these who know him, and reading anything 
published at/out him and/or his line of work, find 
his hate and love buttons. 



VALUABLE/PROTECT 

i 

aa. Write down 5 separate valuable or protect buttons 
that you have observed others to have had. (example: 
my neighbor used to spend most of her spare time 
and most oi her money collecting and mounting butter-
flys, which she kept in a bank vault when not wording; 
on then or viewing them. My uncle used to be very 
concerned about keeping the family together, he 
arranged all the family parties, even made up reasons 
to get family members together and bought family 
gifts which he really couldn't afford). ______ 

bb. Go through as many CIC files on individuals as 
necessary until you can by file data alone find 
on 3 people what escn person considers valuable 
or is protecting. _____ 

cc. Get into good coma with.3 different individuals 
and find out something each considers valuable or 
what they are protecting. 



Drill _: 

Spreading rumors. Flunk lor anyone spotting you as a source 
of falsity or troublemaking, etc. 

«. Spread a ruinor to another. _________ 

b. Write up results. 

c. Spread a ruinor to another and get him/her to spread 
it to someone else. _ _ 

d. Write up results. 

e. Get a rumor spread around a small group to a point 
where at least 2 otaers repeat it to others. 

f. Write up results. _________ 

g. Get a rumor spread around a large group (more than 50 
people) to a point -where at least 5 others repeat it 
to others. _, 

h. Write up results. .________, 
i 

Drill_ : 

Third partying. Flunk for being challenged aa aource of 
third party or conflict, 

a. Third party someone to another. 

b. Write up resulta. 

c. Third party someone to another ensuring that you get 
• as'your product certainty that that person 3rd partied 
to really is in doubt about the other person or has 
a lessening of ARC for that person. 

d. Write up results. 

e. Third party someone to another ensuring you get as your 
product an observed conflict.between the two.-

f. Write up resulta. 

g. Third party a group to another group ensuring you get 
as your product certainty that the group third partied 
to really is in doubt about the other group or has 
a lessening of ARC for that group. 

h. Write up results. 



Drill:_ 

Creating effects. Do nothing illegal or anything which 
lone without thought could reflect poorly back on the 
Church or yourself - ie, press, police record, etc. naming 
the Church or yourself. Flunk for disbelief of your guise 
or effect not fully created. 

I. Select a guise and do something to get another to 
go into sympathy with you and help you. 

b. Write up results. 

c. Select a guise and do something to 
get. another to intentionally avoid you or get angry 
with you. 

d. Write up results. 

e. Get into the guise of a salesman/lady and go into 
a storr under the guise that you wort there, until 
you get someone (customer) to ask you a question 
and you handle them as applicable. 

f. Write up results. 

g. Get into the guise of a nurse or doctor in a hospital 
or medical facility to the point where you give an 
order or direction to someone inside the facility 
(public or staff person) and they comply fully 
believing your identity. 

h." Write up results. 

i. Get into the guise of being a wealthy individual 
in a Cadillac, Mercedes, Jaguar or Rolls Hoyce 
dealership and get a salesman to give you his services 
for over a half hour and test drives of at least 3 
different autos. (If you don't drive, may substitute 
an exclusive chain of jewelry stores, ie, Tiffanys, 
to try on 10 different diamond rings over 1/2 hr 
period of time.) 

j. Write up results. 

- k. Mock up a guise and get at least 3 different people 
to believe it aad handle you for at least 5 minutes 
all at the same time. 

1. Write up results. 

m. Mock up a guise and get at least 20 people all at the 
same time to stop what they're doing and pay attention 
to you for at least 3 minutes. 

n. Write up results. 



Drill________: 

Creating (incidents which reilect on others. Flunk 
lor being spotted as creator. Take care here to use 
real targets or elements of society which are downstat, 
criminal or suppressive. 

a. Locate some type of mental health clinic or psych
iatric hospital and find some area where a bunch 
of employees work, together in one space. (Like a 
business or records office, or some psych consultants 
that work in one area, etc. Pick out a target em
ployee to run an op on. Now from direct otservation 
in the area and any
thing you may know sbout sucn areas from your own 
experience, picK a beingness to assume which would 
be disliked in that environment. Now connect that 
beingness up with the target person (either while 
the target person is present or absent) in such 
a way that impinges with one or more of the target 
persons fellow employees (ie, you're certain that 
the fellow employees won't immediately dub-in 
your connection to the target person as being okay 
or not unusual). This must be done by some type 
of personal visit (not phone, mail, etc.). 

b. Write up results. 

c. Do thesame as tne previous channel, same employee 
or a different one in a different area if you wish, 
but this time run the channel with tne target per
son's senior as your public instead of his fellow 
employees. Must be done by some type of personal 
visit by yourself or by getting an FSM to do it. 
(r-factor and drill FSM as needed). 

d. Write up results. 

e. Do the same or similar thing on a target person, 
his/her boss as the target for your channel, 
and an FSM must be used to execute the 
the channel. You may do all the research, etc. 
yourself, out you must run an FSM to actually 

physically carry out the op. (no letters, 
phone calls, -etc.) 

f• Write up results. 



Drill : 

Recognizing basic effectiveness of plans. Take into 
account effectiveness, security, legality, workability, 
etc. when making your decisions. Chose which basic 
plan is best. 

a. General scene: person to restrain/remove, Mr. Jones, 
employee in local govt, agency attacking the Org. 

i 

1-. Order hundreds of dollars worth of liquor in 
Jones's name and have it delivered to his home 
to cause him trouble and make the liquor store 
owner dislike him. 

2. Call up Jones's boss and Bccuse Jones of 
being a homosexual. 

3. Send Jones's boss evidence of Jones accepting 
bribes on his job, with copies to police and local 
FBI. 

b. General scene: a psychiatrist who has instigated 
attacks on the org via police and press. 

1. Expose his nazi background to the press with 
evidence that he still attends local Nazi meetings. 

2. Wake him up every night by calling him on the 
phone and threatening him. 

3. Send an FSM in to be a patient of his for a 
year to disperse the psych during sessions. 

c. General scene: a newspaper executive Clyde McDonald 
who's behind local attacks. 

1. Poison him while he's asleep so he'll never 
start another attack. 

2. Make known to the paper's owner that McDonald 
is responsible for the paper's decreasing advertising 
revenues. 

3* Spread a rumor around to the paper's employees 
that McDonald is a communist. 

4. Put itching powder in McDonald's clothes so he'll 
scratch himself all day, thus preventing, him from 
writing a story. 



d. General scene: 8 grammar school teacher who got 
an applied scholastics grant cancelled and is con
tinuing to causa trouble for ASI in other schools. 

1. Cleverly kidnap her and run reverse processes 
on her while implanting the phrase, "I will never 
attack ASI again, I love ASI." 

2. Get copies of the court records where she was 
found guilty ol child molesting and send a copy to 
the scnool principal, board of education, and a 
few school childrens parents. 

3. 'Send a male FSM in on her who, after she falls 
in love with him, will get her to cove out of the 
country with him. 

4. Pay ten of her students to write dirty phrases 
about her on the schoolroom blackboard. 

e. General scene: a local Catholic bishop is causing 
many local attacks on the org. 

1. Send several FSMs over to the Catholic church 
to svear at him in confessionals. 

2. Connect him up to abortion end/or pornographic 
activities. 

• 

J. Write the Pope an anonymous letter stating that 
the bishop is really a rabbi under cover. 

4. Spread a rumor around town that he's against 
air pollution. 

f. Mock up 5 similar examples as aoove on your own, 
noting the correct answer. 



i. Third party a group to another group ensuring that 
you get as your product an observed conflict .between 
the two. 

j. Write up results. 



SECURITY OF PEKNETRATION PEOPLE 

Aside from normal action of briefing person on security 
also do the following: 

1. Have all folders pulled on persson and stored in safe location 
or in GO including personnel folders, ethics folders, pc folders. 
Have person removed from any mailing lists . Notify US to have 
this done in other areas, include ASHO, AO, etc. 

2.. If needed do up a dummy ethics order and have a copy printed 
for you and person backdated declaring then, etc, 

3. Do not use office phones for comm as they may be tapped. 

4. Brief them so they fully understand what is needed and wanted. 

5. Give them over to a competent CO. 

r
Note 
This document is  most interesting : spies and thieves trained by scientology are sometimes to be "DECLARED SPs" so as to avoid any responsability for the cult .Penetration people are those who are ordered to steal, spy, burglarize, open coffers, security cabinets etc.



USGO Msnaire « 
4 November 76 

COM. OFF FLAG GO 

Re: Security Measurcs Taken w/FSMs 

Dear Randy, 

1. Ensure that the FSMs don't have any f a m i l i a l or other PTS s i t s 
on the ir l i n e s . 

2 . Ensure that the FSM has a be l i evable background and that they 
know it . . 

3. Ensure that phone calls arc made in code and that if something 
hot needs to be communicated that a meeting is set up -
the meeting set up is also in code. 

4. Ensure that any auditing of the FSMs is dono at the safe house 
and not in their homes. 

5. Drill them on being alert to tails. 

6. Any offensive action that they take is drilled before the action 
is taken. 

7. Ensure that they give a real background on personnel, application: 
which doesn't include SCN, 

8. Any meetings not in homes are in places where they will not 
attract undue attention or look like some sort of 
weird, criminal activity, (ie. drug connection, etc.;} 

9. Where possible, the FSMs do not let people they work with know 

where they live. 

10. They don't give out the i r phone numbers to o t h e r s . 

11. They na i ta in no f inanc ia l , or other tracable t i e s to former 
addresses . 

12. I f they have some sort of PTS, e t c , s i t to handle they arc not 
put on any s e n s i t i v e cyc le unt i l that i s handled, 

13. Auditors and others not in the GO who come into contact with 
these FSMs don't get any. info that they don't heed to know 
about the FSMS, or the i r j o b s . 

14. They have no SCN materials in the i r houses . 

15. They have any s e n s i t i v e material locked up. 

16. They xerox things that arc needed in the o f f i c e , instead of tar-
out a f i l e , prolonging the cyc le and endangering the connect 
to the church. 

j 

17. Where attent ion is drawn to them or a p o s s i b l e connect ijon'betvn 
them and the C of S an adequate cover is mocked jup to 
divert at tent ion away from the ir area, 

« 

r
Note 
This is one of the most important surprising things used by scientology regarding its spies.These spies are mostly amateurs taken from the membership and trained to lie, steal, burglarize etc.The church has therefore established rules to hide as completely as possible the links with the cult.
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16. Whenever an FSM is directed in to an area in which they have 
to get info which may present a h i t of an outpoint , a 
su i tab le cover is designed for them to he in an nrcn 
BEFORE they go there , and also worked out as to what 
the i r response would be i f they were discovered. 

That 's about i t . 

Love, 

Tom 



:sr you have the documents, you have to put. them in a prcsentab, 
form and send them uplines. 

* 

There is currently a largt backlog in CDC material - probably aboMt two 
fcec of material - and the backlog grows weekly. 

Therefore, you have to ha\e an order of priority in sending material 
uplines. , ' • • 

Following is the order of priority I use with some exception*: 

1. data on Scientology, that deals with a FT situation - Snow • . 
White material first. 

2. data on Scientolcgy that deals with a past situation - Snow 
White material first. • 

3. Incident material on Interpol. ' <. ' 
4. non-Scientology information re Interpol (coram lines, finances, 

minutes of meetings, etc.) 
5. incident material on other enemy groups. 
6. non-Scientology information re other enemy groups (cotran lines, 

etc.) 

Before a pack of material is sent uplines 1 put it all in date order 
and retype any documents tnat will not xerox well. This retyping takes 

* the most time of any pact of the admin cycle. 

M I S O , if there are a number of different files I'll divide them up into 
separate packs, usually aluig the lines of the individual file folders 
they vcro found in. So-.ctir.es, where there are no logical divisions 
between the different file folders, and there is a lot of material 
(such as the Interpol material)), I'll just combine all the different 
files and put them all in late order and send it uplines with headings 
like "Interpol Correspondence, Jan - May, 1965". The packs should 
l<c no larger than can easi.y be handled and stapled, 

i 

iiic pack is then ready to he excerpted. While excerpting, the C's 
md l's ars counted and any data of interest is noted on a separate 
sheet of paper for later follow-up. 

'he excerption sheet is then typed up with two cc's. 

http://docuir.ct.ts
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copy is not required to be re-excerpted in red. CSC gets the original 
wxxxxcopied copy. 

When .ill the .reports arc compiled they should be put into envelopes 
one addressed to SEUS Sec which contains his and WW's copy, and one 
addressed to Con CommiUS which contains CSG's and CSG'sAsst SW eppics. 
Thc:.c envelopes are scaled with tape, marked "personal", and hand routed 
to the AC's office for tic nsailpack. The file copy is also hand routed 
to the AC's in-basket on her desk* 

If an analysis'of the documents was dena, that would also go into the envelop'* 
to the SEUS Sec. ; 

It is smart to try and stay on top of the CDC admin and ensure that 
at least one report a day goes out* 

Also, if you have a spare 15 minutes here or there, use it on retyping 
documents. 



OPS OFF 

Ops Officer is responsible for the planning, researching and 
carrying out of opr (planned and put together locally and approved 
by US Ops or or sent down from US) 

This includes coordination with Coll Off as to ongoing hot areas 
and close comm with Br I clir as to areas needing Ops planned for 
them/. 

Responsibility extends to the following areas : 

1. ENSURING THAT WITHOUT QUESTION OR ANY RESERVATION THAT 
NOTHING DONE IN THE OPS AREA BOUNCE BACK AT THE CHURCH OR PUT 
THE CHURCH IN ANY JEOPARDY. 

2. Ensure that needed security precations arc kpet in regading 
clean (no fingerprint materials) so that source cannot be traced 
on ops. 

3. Hat suffcient FSM's to carry out the bulk of routine ops 
work (typing and stuffing of envelopes) 

4. Hat personnel or carry out needed surveys and research for 
ops or have research done by Coll Off as coordinated by Br I Dir. 

5. Have a safe place to store ops materials and maintan 
an adequate supply of clean materialand instruements (ops typewriters, etc 
6. Take the time to do ops right. It's worth it to do it right 
and not cut corners.. 



Operations Definitions 

BUTTON SURVEY: A comprehensive examination, inspection, 
researching or investigation of persons which have control 
or influence over an attacker's position ot power to 
discover what they hate and love. Also the sane activity 
In. relation to the attacker to discover what he considers 
valuable or what he is jprotecting. The results of sur
 are vhat Operations plans and channels are based on. 

8591 

CHANNEL: (dictionary) The medium or route "by which information 
trade, influence, etc. are transmitted. Any means of passing 
course through which something moves or passes. 

(Ops) The way in vhich Operations buttons and data 
are utilized to bring about en enemy restraint or removal. 
There are usually 3 channels to an Operations project or 
plan. 

INCIDENT: (dictionary) A definite distinct occurrence; an 
event, A relatively minor occurrence or event that pre
cipitates a public crisis, 

(Bl, G01150) •...any created incident and the result 
of such.* -

(Ops) A set of circumstance a or event created 
covertly (stage manage behind the scne)% exceeds the 
standard enemy defenses, and which is of detriment to 
the enemy when exposed. It can be exploited by Bl or BR. 

REMOVED: past tense of remove. Remove (dictionary): To take 
away. To do away with; eliminate. To dismiss from office. 

(Ops) An attacker of Scn or Scns dismissed from the 
. position of power from, vhich he attack as a result of 
Operation's actions. 

RESTRAINT: Any Influence that holds back from action, checks, 
represses; that limits or restricts, inhibits; that res
tricts freedom of action by either moral or physical force, 
frequently for one's. own good, 

(Ops) An enemy restricted on a gradient acale, 
from momentarily to permanently attacking Scn or Scns 
as a result of Operations actions. For statistical purpose 
restraints are classified as either "serious" or "mild". 

http://reletj.cn


DATA NEEDED BY OPS ON EACH LOCATED WHO 

1» Standard ODH with time track and a brief, summarised, 
well-rounded picture of terminal. ( Following # 2,3,4,546 
are the key areas data is needed) ' 

' 2. Criminal background of terminal. 

3. Financial involvements (inflow & outflow of money) • 

'4, Legal involvements (summary of actions) 

5. Terminals main interests, personal habits, fears, 
vices and any other items of interest. 

6* Friends and enemies on the terminal 1st Dynamic 
Friends and enemies on the terminal's 2nd Dynamic 
Groups that the terminal belongs to and any groups 
or terminals, who are enemies of that group. 

7* What the terminal considers valuable & is protecting 

8. Simple org board the terminal is on, clearly noting 
his position and his seniors and noteworthy Juniors. 

9* What persons have the "power to fire terminal from 
the position he holds. 

'10. Any rules or regulations that i f broken would cause 
- the terminal to lose his job/position. 

11* Any regulations concerning licenses that the terminal 
holds that would cause him to lose his license" if 
violated( i e . law, medical, contractor,etc.) 

12. Scandals., conflicts, disputes directly or indirectly 
connected to terminal. 

# 

13; Documents that show criminality of terminal (le. cheating 
on income tax, discrediting data in personal letters, 
use of drugs, etc.) 

14. 

15. 



Ops Planning 

Ops planning goes over all the data on the WHO that Ops research 
has compiled and with all the data available on the WHO, plans out 
channels of attack on the WHO that will effectively remove/restrain 
the WHO from his position of power. Ops planning on a WHO is done 
using the data series, target series, all Scientology tech applicable, 
and intelligence tech. The following points should be followed in 
planning an operation: 

1. Initially plan out at least 3 channels of attack with the data 
you have at hand. Do not wait, forever to get all data collected, 
but also do not run Ops that .would be dangerous without essential 
data. Basically a brighter idea is needed with less data available, 
3 channels being done instead of less is because there is a higher 
percentage of getting results and also this will tend to. confuse 
and spin the WHO as there are 3 attacks instead of just one. 

2.Continue to plan Ops utilizing feedback from completed Ops so that 
the WHO has persistent attack on him and continual pressure. Do 
this consistent attack until the WHO is obliterated. 

3. Stay away from harassment actions that are only for the sake of 
doing channels or revenge, ie: Sending pizzas from every Pizza 
delivery restraunt. These basically have been unsuccessful as 
they do not achieve any real effective result, except for letting 
the WHO know that he is under attack. There may be times when 50 
pizzas every day being sent to a WHO would be effective, but this 
would be in such a case where the WHO was restimulated heavily by 
seeing pizzas, smelling pepperoni or seeing pizza delivery boys, etc. 

4, Always include a way of getting feedback in an operation, so you 
know what type of result you are getting and for further planning 
of channels in those areas that give good results. 

5. Ensure proper security is planned in an operation, ie: use of an 
untraceable typewriter, paper without fingerprints, -proper covers 
by FSM's, etc. (See security write-up and security section data in 
hat materials of Ops US hat checksheet) 

6. Uee the target series exactly to programme out an operation on a 
WHO. Ensure the major target is based on a real, current situation 
and is an achievable purpose. 

7, Find out what the exact resources are for the area the Op will be 
implemented in and what the capabilities are of your terminals 
implementing the Op. 

8. Keep the targets in an operation simple, yet complete. 
• 

9, Analyse properly the actual situation with the WHO and what the 
best line of attack should be done by the GO as a whole. It may 
be be necessary to -suggest that PR or Legal do some specific action 
as a finishing off of the*WHO. Never wait for another bureau to 
.handle a WHO, as Ops is responsible and has the capabilities to -

• handle WHO'S totally without the other Bureaus in the GO. Liasion 
though is very important with the various GO bureaus, specifically 
the Legal Branch 2(attack area of Legal) and PR Branch 1(attack 
area of PR), 

10. A believable source must be provided in an operation, thereby 
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CO HATTING 

Case officer is responsible for running the penetration personnel 
r e c r u i t e d , . . . 

CO is responsible for hatting or. security, hatting as operative, 
defining objects as assinged by penetration I/O and ensuring that 
objectives are achieved. 

CO is responsible for operatives ethics both as regards work and 
personnel and for this reason should be familiar with PTS tech 
type A and type I handling and phenomena. Should keep operatives 
morale up. 

CO sets meeting tine and place, responsible for overall security. 
Hat of personal security of the operative belongs to the operative. 
Hat of product officering and pusing for completions* is that of 
CO—must be done with ARC and not to extent that operative is 
not-maintaining uroper security or is not false reporting to "protect 
self". 

(ex. Order go to zoo, have crocadile open mouth and count teeth 
by yourself now-—reply "Sure—crocadile has 17 teeth (lie)) 

Ensure that: if persxon unwilling that they can tell you about it 
and handle bug instead of false reporting or pr'ing. 

The Key to being a good CO is to stay in good coram with the operative 
Often the "CO is the single link between the operative anD scientology 
As such the comm line must remain clean and open.. 

Therefore I nev:r yell at an operative or hit them with heavy 
anything. I handle gently, using data scries. Let them know 
when they are doing well, validate the.?, for wins—let them know 
Br' I area in upper condition when it is, nt let them know in 
very vague terms of wins in other areas. 

Usual procedure is to sit down, polish off business if first 
5 or 10 minuses of meeting and then spend rcmaininder of meeting 
(hour or so ) just being in corcnt. Let opccalive talk, blow 
charge, get off considerations or whatever. Just be there 
as a friendly, interested terminal. Be businesslike for handling 
business and then let them know—so much for business, have coffee 
cigarette, and just chat. If you feel good about being with them 
they pick this up and high arc level can be maintained. 

Cardinal rule to be observed is no 2D • envolvment 
with any operatives. You will pay if you violate this rule and 
may pay very heavily. 

http://bype.netrat.icn
r
Note 
CO= Case Officer in this document
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,x operative wants to "have an affair" with wog. Give good 
R-factor on exact position FSM would be putting self i regarding 
must of maintaining security and never disseminating to wog and 
being on constant, withold, on never being able to tell and make 
It clear that this is the case.,' 

Then put it to FSM if you can handle it go ahead, watch for 
any bad indicators and check this area in casual conversation 
frequently. Ex. Hewis it going with Bill? 

Make sure that FSM able to talk with you about most anything 
(high ARC level ensures this) ' Do not make FSM feel wrong or 
inadquats etc. Let them knew that they are doing a hard thankless 
type work and are appreciated and valued, etc. 

As a standing rule only handle to point that FSM capable of handlin 
for self. Handle toward this. Ex. rollercoastering— check for 
PTS and if SP located work with FSM on handling he or she can 
do. Ex—running around with several men and no time for work 
production down—find out why not producing. Let FSM know that 
running around with men detracting from work and that if she 
wants to do this it is her business so long as she produces 
and that it doesn't interfere. 
* 

I have had several instances of FSM/wog 2 d activity. They have 
resolved with R-factor on exactly what situation is and probable 
results. FSM dropped wog. Had one case of FSM caving in on 
relationship with married wog—found on inspection to be PTS 1 
to person, at evening ,ijob- xxxx problem not with married wog at 
all—person could handle thin. 

If at all possible arrange autiding for your people.. 

Make sure that you stay in coram v/ith people (minimum of one 
meeting together a week.) 

Best v/ay to arrange meetings ±s to set up next meeting at 
current one—this eliminates phone calls v/hcih can be tapped 
and enables good scheduling. 

Simple phone codes can be used for signaling as needed 

CO must communicate to oprative that CO is out for operative and 
will do. all possible to protect and take care of operative.. 

.- • 
Best way to judge operatives is by their production. 

• Best way to run area is to get competent people and put them on 
job, brief them, let them get on with it, debug as needed 
and when -hey dor well let them know. Extensive management not 
needed if cowpayent well-briefed operatives there. 

Let them propose solutions to problems, etc-

http://freo.aer.tly
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If you can't tell FSM something—let hiw or her know that 
If you can't do that—lie well. 

One particular occupational hazard is'that" you arc" trainig 
these people, to lie well, deceive, be tricky; There will..often 
be a certain point wehre probably just out of cockiness: or because 
it appers to be a workable operating basis they will try this with 
you. 

You better be sharper and just let them know that it's good to 
be xx clever and all but not with you. 

Better to have then tell you that the decided to go fishing instead 
of working and ack, this and say—well now I want you to get ns 
the file than to chop then for this so that they will try and put 
by some sort of story the next time instead of telling you about 
fishing. 

If you listen, repeate objective and let them know that you need 
and want fiel and so do they next tine they won't go fishing, 
or-if they do there is a sit to bo unraveled.. 

For some of finer points on dead drops etc. see Spy and Master-s 
or Pridhkov lecture in the Pentkovsky papers. 
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STATS: ' (SEE ATTACKED WRITE-UP ON THE STATS) 

1 . ENEMY FILE ON SCIENTOLOGY, EXCERPTED CORRECTLY AND ONK LIKES - 50 Pts 

2. Incident(s) predictiing an attack on scientology showing who, where 

when, what - 50 pts 

2a Unpredicted a ttack: minus 50 pts 
3, Incident(s) documenteing criminal or scandalous data about an enemy 
not publicaly known= 20 points 

4. Incident(s) predicting an enemy attack on society showing who, where 
when , what - 15 pts 

5. Incidents documenting criminal or scandalous data about an enemy 
publicaly known: 2 pts 
6, Enemy connections(Per G.O.1150, note t hose are u s u a l l y go t t en i n 

high volume and so have a lower point value) - 1 pt 
7. TIPS (PER DICTIONARY DEFINITION) - 1 PT 
9. Incidents supplying data to PR, Legal, Finance or another GO bureau: 1 pt 



OPS' WRITE-UP 

OPERATIONS OFFICER STATISTIC 

Item Pts.: 

*1. A located enemy WHO or potential WHO removed 
from the position of.power from which he is 
attacking or could attack. (250) 

*2. A located enemy WHO or potential WHO seriously 
restrained from attacking and-.whose position of 
power is seriously damaged. (175) 

*3. A located enemy WHO or potential WHO whose position 
of power has been impaired and/or his ability to 
attack is reduced and impeded..- (75) 

4. A predicted attack prevented .or 'depowered. (50) 

*5. A channel completed that results in an attack 
on a located enemy WHO or potential WHO in: 

(a)national or opinion leader type media. (50) 
(b)local media or non-opinion leader type media. (20) 

6. A full Ops channel off a programme/project 
completed. (US or other origin in standard 
Ops format) (20) 

7. A predicted attack not prevented or depowered. (-50] 

8. Any part of an operation blown where the enemy 
has evidence that it was of r. of S origin. (-250) 

TOTAL 
* This applies to.enemy groups as well, ie:(l) enemy group 
destroyed or taken over; (2)enemy group condition or 
position seriously damaged; (3) an enemy group condition 
or position impaired or impeded. 

Explanation of counting stats 
The overall result for each WHO or group is looked at on a weekly 
basis and -che single applicable star is assigned, rather than 
having a multitude of restraints or serious restraints, ex: Joe 
Blow has the IRS move hard on him, loses his wife, gets sued and 
gets a traffic ticket,would not be four restraints but would be 
considered one serious restaint as an overall result on Joe Blow. 

Per #5 above it was necessary to make a separate section for counting 
channels that resulted in media attack on WHO's or groups. #5(a) is 
a channel that gets extra points for a national/opinion leader type 
media attack,- such as Time Magazine, national TV show , etc. #5(b) is 
the same points as a regular channel completed. Neither of these 
channels are counted in the #6 stat section, but are just specialized 
type of channels. 

#of Total 

confidential 

http://above.it


Bur fiery 

Definition: Every per ion who or..te?s nny build: c. 
with intent; to commit grand or pccit larceny or IU;' 
felony is guilty of burglary. (p.l,a; pl>.,a; 

Defendants entry int > room to tfcke personal j-c^-
erty Tor t«i iporary use, rithout intending to depi : 'a 
owner theru >f permanently, ia not burglury, (p5,»). 

Burglary may be committed by a breaking on tht 
inside and it ia burglary to enter an inaer door 
with ua. intent to commit a felony even though tin 
inner door was unlocked. (p?,a) 

Evldoncit that employee devised plan *;o steal lis 
employer's property, that such plan involved entj y 
into imployer's atore by other peraous :.'or puxpoto 
o£ ta);ing delivery of property, n.*»d that; one of t uc.h 
persor.a wa;i induced by employee 1:0 enter store fir 
exprei:8ed 3 irpot* of aiding and ubettinf; him, in 
consummating scheme to defraud enployer v/aa auf:*iu.>.nt 
to BUS tain employee's conviction of burglary, (p', \\>) 

0n« who .inters a room or buildi'ip >/i*-.h intent to 
commit; a fo..ony is guilt/ of burglar-, e^en thoug) 
permit sion -o enter has >e«n ext< udid to him per: onal .,/ 
•or as a member of the public, (iti,.) 

On* who anters a room or building wi'.h intent co 
coroait larcmy is guilty of burglary even though 
exjrcia or .aplied permission hau be*n j;iven to 1 r. 
persoxally >r as a member of the public. (p8,b) 

Hij.httiin-j burglaries of a builci.ii 5 currently \ se.' 
as* sleeping and living quarters is L irgl.ary in tie 
first degrtn, and all otuer burglfri.s by unarnec ;e:-
aons <f otlur bullding3, whether occupied or not, pre 
in the second degree. (pil,a) 

Pur.isbJM»|Bf Burglary in the second decrees by im-
• prisonaent ^jx the county Jail not exec^.ing one .var 
or in the, a*««te prison for not less th.tn one y^ar or 
mora than lb years - in trial. Judges discretion. (pl2,u, 
*3»a)• 

# * * # 

http://builci.ii


CHECKLIST FOR TRAVELLING 

1, Determine that traveling is the best method of approach and that its potential 
worth is superior to its potential risks. Also ensure that other approaches 
have been tried first, and that this is the last method. 

2, Ensure that personnel chosen for the task are not PTS, Also ensure that these 
personnel are checked out on what to do during one of these journeys and that 
they are properly checked out and drilled and billed. 

3, Ensure that area is thouroughly scouted out before any entry is attempted. The 
area should be scuutedfor days or weeks or hov; ever long it takes to get a fee 
for the place and establish the usual for the place The place should be scouted 
during all times of day, and especially during the time of the planned journey 
Any traveling difficulties should be determined or observed during the daytime 
observations of the area. Additionally, these observations prior to the journey 
should be made each time a substantial lapse in time has occurred since the 
last trip. Here any notable changes from the previous trips should be noted. 

4, Ensure that all appropriate equipment is obtained, on hand and in good working 
order prior to embarkation, This includes appropriate ID, the absence of 
inappropriate ID, flashlights with good batteries, signaling devices in case 
of emergencies with good workable batteries, gloves for bad weather, and other 
equipment as it is needed, 

5, Ensure that any transportation equipment is firstly not reflective in any way 

of MOTHER Also ensure that this equipment is not faulty in any 
way which would be recognized by any bystanders either visually or sonically. 

6, Determine the most advantageous position to have the second person located, 
ensuring if possible that the transport is parked with easy viewing yet is as 
far away as is practicable. If a Rover is more practical determine this and 
the frequency of roving aswell as the pick up schedule, 

7, Ensure that escape routes, meeting places, a schedules and procedures are known 
by each traveler. Also, ensure that each perso is drilled and bullbaited on 
travel stories end knows his coldly. 

8, Ensure that appearance changes are on hand to thwart off any undesirable locals, 

9, Conduct last minute search of the area immediately prior to the journey to 
ensure that nothing has changed from what has been observed on prior occasions, 

10, Chock personal indicators about doing the job. If indicators are good start 
traveling, if not abort journey and stay home, 

11, Ensure that approach to target area is safe and unnoticed. If noticed, abort, 

12, Then entryway is breached, open slowly standing away from the opening, when 
wide enough to enter, do so, take 2-3 steps inside and then turn around, walk 
out door and close, but do not lock. walk briskly away to safe observation 
point and wait for approx, 30 minutes, leaving the door closed but unlocked 
as you leave. Should anything occur in the area during this time which in odd 
or dangerous, abort tho journey, 

13, 7/hile i on location, one must ensure that all necessary f equipment is fully 
used, and that order is very meticulously maintained in all that is encountered 
Also, once there, a method or technique for easier traveling on subsequent 
trips is to be searched for. This is a key element. 

http://cqu.ipir.ont


Plan for disguise 

To create the image of an aging guy wanting to look hip as a means of 
regaining his youth a b i t , 

Mock-up would be an follows— 

1., A somewhat mod wardrobe, bright colors, open necks, necklace, rings 
on fingers, cigarette holder, tan. 

2. His head will be shaved and then HAIR'd to create "bays" and the impression 
that he is partly balding. This would involve, shiving and plucking 
to create Balys and then using Hair on bald area and using a sun lamp. 

3 . The contacts would be rechecked with the doctor who gave them out 
to see i f they can be worn more often and for longer periods—debug. If not 
different frames would be gotten for his glasses, 

4. His tooth would be capped. 

5. He would lose some weight (or gain i t ) as he wished. Preferably 
loose some weight, 

6. His eyebrows.would be lightened and plucked..His hair done a 
light blonde. Side burns grows a different length. 

7. Smart shoes would be gotten to change the posture. 

Those are the counterplated changes for Jeff. 
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Branca One Director US Hat Write-up 

Purpose of Post: To see to it that external situations 
of opposoiticn to LRH and Scientology or potential such 
external Situations are estimated and communicated to 
those who need to know; and to see to it that external 
Whos behind oppositions to LRH' and Scientology or potential 
such external Whos are located and restrained or removed 
either directly or in liaison with other Bureaus. 
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B. Position on the Org board: 

LHH 
I 

CS-G 
I 

GUARDIAN WW 
I 

D/G i ww 
I 

US DIR SEC ww 

DG US 

DG I US' 

Br 1 Dir Br II Dir 

us us 
AG or DG Outer Org 

I 
AG I or DG I Outer Org 

J I • 
Br 1 Dir Outer Org Br II Dir Outer Org 

C. Duties of HAT: 

C-l. To ensure that the proper priorities are kept aligned 
at all times as much as possiole. If it should necess
itate other less important cycles bogging or getting 
backlogged for awhile, fine. Get the important things 
done well first. 

C-2. Enow what is important to the establishment both long 
range and in FT. Long Range importances are in policy, 
GO's and programs. Short range ones are in projects, 
orders, info and verbal liaison . How to find out 
about policy, GOs, programs, projects and orders 
is obvious. Info and vernal liaison is totally 
created from the post; and I have found that these 
do not just start and continue, they have to be 

0-0026 
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Note 
Branch One or BR 1, B1, is the most secret and criminal operating level of the cult, together with RTC/CST, which are the highest cult's level of hidden operation.
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continually created. You have to let people know 
what kind of data you want and remind them from 
time to time. Also the more you exchange info 
with others the better the line stays in as the other 
terminal considers the line more valuable than when 
he receives no exchange - although this exchange 
of info isn't always possible as B1 data has security 
restrictions. Some lines I have found valuable arc: 
(a) with Br II Bl regarding Br 1 publics that are 
conn-icted to Br II sits; (b) with DG Legal and Br 
II Dir Legal regarding the course of litigation 
with enemies and data that Br- I B I can supply 
about those enemies or litigation plans, etc. to 
Legal; (c) to a lesser extent Er 1 Legal, usually 
regarding any indicators or hassles on Scn corpor
ations from external agencies or entities; (d) Br 1 
Dir PR regarding attacks on enemies and any data 
Br 1 Bl can supply for those attacks; (e) to a 
lesser extent Br 2 Dir PR regarding entheta already 
printed or data about what happened (good or bad) 
when trying to get a false report corrected; 
(f) to a limited extent from the Service Bureau 
regarding data of interest about my juniors locally 
or in the field that may come up in auditing, cramming, 
ethics or training cycles, (g) Soc Co-Ord regarding 
any external problems they encounter, and just their 
general plans in any area, what programs they are 
working on etc. in wnat areas (ie, if a Narconon or 
ASI is trying to get funding or a project started 
you can expect perhaps some opposition from 
local Br 1 enemies, etc); (h) From the DG I - tnis 
has been my most valuaole info line and is mostly 
verbal. This line often contains data and info 
regarding the plans, etc. of other bureaus, and 
from DG US, seniors at WW, CS-G and LRH. This line 
occurs randomly at the convenience of. the DG I 
approximately 1-5 times daily. Lines A-F are mostly 
dispatch-info lines which get verbal only on. clar
ification or when some co-ordination on an action 
is needed. 

C-3-. Know what is going on in collections, operations 
and CIC. This is done both by being on the written 
comm line and by verbal info and briefings. A weekly 
Br 1 target (battle plan) meeting is a good method 
to get info all. at once when all are present. This 
is the only regular verbal, the other verbal lines 
occur randomly daily. 

C-4. The greatest importance of C-2 and C-3 above is that: 
the Br 1 Dir pulls them together as a major duty and 
activity of his post. This is the basis of estimation 
and being able to discern what is important (priorities). 
And this is the heart of what the Br 1 Dir post is all 
about. 
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C-5. I don't have any hints on how to pull C-2 and 
C-3 together except to make sure you get both 
of them in as well as you can and know your basic 
Bl hat material (PLs and GOs) and I think you 
will find it just works. GO "Int Its Role" is 
probably the best source on how this is done. 

C-6. What you should find yourself doing as a result 
is: (a) noticing dangerous or potentially danger
ous situations that need t.©.' be communicated to 
seniors, other bureaus, etc. and doing so with 
as full data as possible and with a recommended 
handling as applicable, (b) noticing indicators 
of potentially dangerous situations and making sure 
that your juniors follow them up as is appropriate 
to the priority of the matter, (c) recognizing 
when a Who behind opposition is really located 
and that person requires and gets attention 
for handling and gets handled, (d) recognizing 
when a who hasn't been found and making sure 
he gets found so that he can be handled and so 
that wrong targets aren't hit with resultant wasted 
time and resources. 

C-7. Anything can be done in Br 1 as long as the above 
points are done, and you as Br 1 Dir see that it 
gets done. 

C-8. See to it that security is in on Br 1 activities, 
specifically field activities, and to base the 
quality of security around the product to be ob
tained - not basing the product around security. 
In other words, product aomes before security. 
This doesn't mean it's okay to be out-security 
as long as you get the product. It means you 
work out how to get tne product and work out as 
well how to be secure in doing that. 

C-9. Ensure that CIC files are always kept in FT and 
x-filed properly. 

C-10. Ensure that when juniors are about to embark on 
an assignment (especially in covert data collections 
and ops; that they do not have Bad Indicators, 
disagreements, etc. and if they do to ensure that 
it gets handled or another person is assigned to 
the task before it is ever activated. 

C-ll. To ensure that juniors are operating off of tne 
proper priorities. 

C-12. To ensure that any technical data or techniques 
peculiar to Br 1 that aide or are needed to get 
. production are obtained and put into usable form 
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or written up by those who have proven success 
at them. 

C-13. Ensure that CIC files are not viewed by unauthorized 
or insecure personnel from other bureaus; or used 
by authorized personnel in unauthorized manners -
require a CSW for viewing or use. 

C-14. Ensure to the best of your ability that Br 1 problems 
or emergencies that cross your plate are handled 
or put into the proper area for While this is a 
standard duty of every staff member it is particularly 
important in Br 1 because so much of Br 1 data can 
initially appear to be "rush" or "vital data" that 
needs to oe communicated to one and all ASAP. While 
such is often true, I have found that approx 80% of 
all such data when initially received at the Br 1 Dir 
level either contains a problem for a senior or leaves 
some questions to be answered which can be usually 
resolved rather quickly or overstates the danger 
of the situation or understates the danger or the 
situation. It is up to the Br 1 Dir to spot these 
and get such remedied before they get passed on. 

C-15. Ensure that seniors at the local level and up lines 
are kept well informed, especially about the major 
situations and handlings in Br 1. I have often found 
this difficult and know that my counterparts have as 
well because it "seems to take too long when I should 
keep producing or handling" or some other such con
sideration. Actually I have found that when I do 
compile such reports I end up knowing much more aoout 
what I'm doing and what is really going on than when 
I started writing the report. 

C-16. An extremely important concept to get and apply as 
a Br 1 Dir, so important in fact that it can mean tne 
difference oetween success and failure on the post, is 
that the Dest defense is a good oiiense or outflow is 
holier than inilow. Whatever way you want to,put it 
it is contained in many LRH policies, especially in 
relation to the GO. It would serve as a good motto 
for Br 1. It's actually quite magical. Things boom 
when Br 1 is attacking ana morale get's very high. 
Don't underestimate what this can ao,' you have to 
do it and experience it for yourself to really get 
it. A good example or its use is ?/hen you are oeing 
attacked in some Br 1 scene and find yourself doing 
only defensive actions and feeling like everything 
bad is happening. Get on the attack in that scene! 
Pick a right target and attack heavily, you'll see 
what I'm talking about. 

0-0029 
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C-17 • More specifics on the Br 1 Dir post and what 
to use as a guideline for success in Br 1 as 
I have eperated it are expressed in the attached 
write-up "Concerning Br 1 US, Most Successful Year", 
which lists the successful and unsuccessful actions 
for all areas of Br 1 US. 

D. Checksheet: The checksheet for Br 1 Dir is the Bl checksheet 
minus the Br II items. And the Operations checksheet. 

E. Materials: All materials for the checksheet. are available 
in the Service Bureau or Bl. 

P. Org Board: see B. 

G. Plow chart showing what particles are received by the post 
and what changes the post is expected to make in them. 

' BR I SIR 
Weekly Rpts. »Add to Br 1 Weely Rept. »Send to CIC, for 

Send to CIC, Coll and/ _ Ops Offs for info, >filing-. 
marking any significant items for attention. 

->Read as info. > Send to CIC for filing. 

Data from j u n i o r s D o an estimate, recommend Those who should 
or other bureaus >> handling. be info'd 

Spot a need for order Junior when done report 
>> handling, order > to handle to seniors 
Evaluate, estimate, order .junior>>> when done report 

>> and write up pro- > to comply to seniors 
gram, project, etc. 

>>Read as info. > Send to CIC for filing. 

Programs, projects, * Take. direct action >Compliances to senior. 
orders. on to compliance. 

Assign targets to 
—f juniors and they >.Compliances to senior-. 

comply. 
_>De-bug bugged targets > Comp.to seniors. 

to compliance. 

H. The product of the post: 
1. Current or potential external situations estimated and 

communicated. 

2. Current or potential Whos located and handled. 

I. I have not come up with a stat that totally satisfies me. 
But two wnich nave worked out satisfactorily are in order 
of use. 

1• Combined total points of the Coll Off, CIC Off and 
Ops Off. 
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2. Combined total percentage of increase or decrease 
of each of the total, points of the Coll Off, Ops Off 
and CIC Off. While more complicated to figure, this 
one is more accurate than the first. 

The formula to figure the stat is: 
(done separately for each section, Ops, Coll, CIC) 

This weeks total Last weeks totalpoints 
points for that minus for that section." equals 
section. 

plus or minus "X". Then:' "X" divided by the equals 
"Base Figure" ~~* 

plus or minus "Y" %. find the "Y" % for each section then add them 
all together to get the Br 1 Dir stat.total. 

The "base figure".is the total points for that section 
the first week that section existed, or the first weeK 
you started to figure your stats this way. 

As an example: the first week Collections started 
producing its stats its to.ta.1 was 100. This is 
your base figure. The next week it produced 125 
points. So the % for that week is 25%. If the 
following week 150 points are produced, tne % 
would again be 25 %• 

Do this for each section each week and add up the percentages 
which is the ̂ U, 1 Dir total- for that week and which will 
be added to your total from- last week. Example: 

Last week Br 1 Dir Total This weeks total +/- % This week's 
_•?. of increase/decrease Br 1 Dir 

% „ Total 
2 6 5 2 Coll: +25% 

Ops: +05% 
CIC: -05% 
Br 1 Dir 2677 
p o i n t s : 25 

The C o l l , Ops, and CIC p o i n t s s c a l e s are a t t a c h e d . 

BR I DIR US. 

0-0031 



Tbd*e records ire on'nicTofiln at the Pinellas County 

CoUrtHouae in Clearwator., 

r
Note 
This is an exemple of the many investigations done to try to ghet rid of an opponent.













iV«iplU*in cycicJlijocs generally as follows: 

1) You must hove : means of access to the. buildtnjj you arc interested 
In., In a govcrtjmert building this almost'always means cither a 
government ID .(dr'foing in with someone that has a government 
1D)| or an cxccllctt suitable guise. A private building may be as . 
simple as signing in. 

When signing in to*either a government or private building, tho 
signature should bt. scrawled and the destination should not be 
your actual destitution.. Except in rare cases it is usually 
sufficient to sajy you are going to the library or some such 
plage. 

You jshould have 'la i-tory already made up that will be plausibcl 
cholld you be asked what you are doing. This story also has to 
be [cry flexible! 01* else you have to have different stories for 
dif Icront stage* ot! the walk-in. A story that you would tell 
a gilard on your way into the building may be entirely 
iria](propriate ifi'you're caught with your hand in the file 
cabinet. And it w:.ll make a difference if the person questioning 
you lis a cleaner!, guard, employee, and where you are,'what you're 
doitig, etc* So |th:lnk it out veil before you go in. 

••: [• • . j 
2) Locate a safe r.pace in the building where you can sit down 
.nnd relax and t»!)Lk without feeling paranoid. 

This, can be a library table, an empty office - whatever' looks 
good to you, andichat you would feel comfortable with* Lots of 
times j.n a walk-in'you'll have to sit around and wait a couple of 
houxk for your tirjjet area to clear out. If you're not comfortable 
in t|\e area you're waiting the rest of the cycle can go pretty 

Wliiljb you're looking for this space you also have to really assume 
the. Iieingness of the type of person you're alleging to be. For 
insc tnee, if your sttory is thac you are an employee of the organization you 
are n, you have to feel that you are an employee. X ,f a cleancsr 
walk ; in on you or a guard asksyou a question you have to approach 
your response and Manner of response from the viewpoint of your 
bcin ncss. If a'c.eaner walked in on you in your office at the 
Org 'ou'd probabl|y say "Hi" and go about your business. You 
wouldn't get starticd or upset or make some dumb excuse and run out 
of t »e room. 

3) Aftcr you've located a safe space and arc relaxed in i t you should 
go otlit and get falmtliar uith the building. 

! • 

The flirst thing yoj have to locate is a xerox machine because i:: 
you dan't copy the documents there's not much sense in being thorc. 
Also] you don't \h>\t to have already obtained tho file and then 
havcltto waste tirac in finding someplace to copy it. 

r.'trt'Jj: There is jnU.*ays the alternative of taking the file out 
oi' tlb building i:» copy.' X very seldom do this unless 1 have to, 
I •-!.Jli |*vc!<.•;* io c>py it.in the buildinj'. because you add too much 
"•"f |p» tSu'.cycl.} by traveling to another buildup. You also have to 

Walk-Ins by scientology 
[burglarizing 
buildings, opening doors, 
stealing copies, etc.] 

r
Note 
This famous scientology document is the "hat of a true burglar, thief, and infiltrator"
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sign in and out again with the guard, which looks somewhat odd 
to an observant guard.) 

Most government buildings have an excess of xerox machines. They 
are usually easy to find. Even most private buildings have a 
xerox machine in any large office. 

You want to choose a machine that is located away from the area 
that you will be obtaining material from. 

In a large government building you simply go to a different divisional 
area from the target area and find a xerox machine. 

If you're in v private buildng, chances are there are many different 
organizations in the building. Co to another organization or suite 
of offices and locate a xerox machine there. 

Oftentimes you will find the xerox machine locked. If you are 
familiar with xerox machines you'll know where the "Main On" 
button is. '(Note: its a very good idea to be-thoroughly 
familiar with all manner of xerox, SCM, etc., copiers so that you 
can easily change paper and toner, clear jams, etc.) It will 
be protected by a locked cover but should be accessible by lifting up' 
or pulling out a corner of the cover.. For instance, on the xerox 
7000 you simply lift up the corner of the cover nearest you 
as high as you can without bending the cover, and stick a finger 
(or a long instrument like a letter opener) in and push down 
She "Main On" button which is located to the front, just a few inches 
in front of the middle of the machine. Nearly all copiers are 
accessible with some variation of this, it just takes looking 
and experience. 

Ensure* that you can turn on the machine, it works, and that you 
have sufficient paper. Then leave the machine on and leave the 
room. 

"4) Locate the target area. You should already know the room 
number before going in. . • • 

Walk past the room, observing all rooms in the area for any lights 
or other indications that they are occupied. 

• 

If It is apparent that the room, or rooms close to it are occupied, 
then go back and wait and check again in 30-45 minutes. But don't 
get into making a lot of crips past the area. 

5) When the area is clear then go to the room door and try it to 
see if it is unlocked. 

(Note: it. isn't unusual for room lights to be left on and the doors 
closed with none in the room. If you have any feeling that someone 
may still be in a room, then go up and knock. If someone answers, open 
the door and as then for a match or to use their phone, or some such 
Also use the opportunity to look at the door latch so that you know 
its configuration. 

If the door is unlocked, just open it and go in. 

480-? 



If it is locked! than you have to fifcurc out a way in. The most 
sv xessful ways? of opening a licked door have been variations 
on the credit cjard. Tnis can be used if the Latch is slanted 
or curved goingj#into the door jamb: 

Iflfthe latch idi Straight then the lock will have to be 
picked. 

.Jflfyou have a curbed or slanted latch (this is the most concnon type 
of|[door latch) 'and there is no doo_r_s.tDP—Lthat strip of wood that 

i 

the door closes! against) then it is a straight in shot with a credit 
card type tool (a piece of straight sheet metal is best). You just 
slide the tool In between the closed door and the jamb and slide it 
up under the laitch - the door should open. In doing this it is ' 
usually best to' pull the door towards you as it relieves ̂ pressure* 
onjfthe latch anld makes the card easier to slide up. (see page 3a) 

If there is a.door stop {as happens most frequently) then you 
cart just stick .1 credit card straight in - it has to 
bend around twoi corners: 

Tht best thing is to manufacture a permanent tool rather than trying 
to bend up cards. You should obtain a thin sheet of metal and cut 
it[out in the following shape: ' 

o___!'- .jy 
Thjk curved shape assists in raising the latch better than a straight
edge would do. * The Hb" section should be about as long as the average 
do >r stop (about 3/4", but measure it for yourself), the Mc" 
sc :tion should ,bo as long as will comfortably fit into your hand. 
Th ; "a" section should be about 2-iV* long, but only a portion of 
it will actually be working on the latch. Note that the slope 
ofjjihc "a" scccjiun drops off sharply at the beginning.-

Th r. tool is tlijcn inserted at the bottom of the doorway, slid up the 
»!«.• r»..iy b«ct:ocij che jamh and the door - thus opening the latch. If 
vo i have troubje inserting the tool, use your foot and push in the 
M « r corner ofl tnc door as far .is it will.go. This should gj.vc you 
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iuCCicicn: room to insert the tcoi.(see page 4a, 4b) 

It should be noted that you will need two tools - one for right hand 
" doors and-one for left hand doors. 

/s with the straight in shot it is usually best to pull the door 
towards you to relieve soraeof the pressure on the latch. 

Often you will have to move the tool back and forth several times 
.(or --.ore correctly - up and down) to catch the latch correctly,' 
vhile-.coving the door back and forth. Its a "feel" thing that you 
need experience on. 

Hov, very occasionally you find a latch that slants back into the 
room rather than out - that is, if you could look down on the 
latch from the corridor you would see S . rather than 

sr ^- '• 
the normal * ^v • • I have only found that this 
occure on doors without stops. 

In this case, the tool, or credit card, won't work because the slant 
of the tool or the credit card is going in the wrong direction. 
You have to get something behind the latch to pull towards you. 

Therefore, you should also carry about a 5 inch strand of flexible ' 
wire. The wire should be woven strands rather than one thick strand. 
.The best I've found is the type of wire used to hang pictures that 
you can pick up at nose hardware or drug stores. 

'̂ake this strand of wire (assuming there is no stop on the door jamb) 
• and bend it in a senicircle. Slip the wire under the latch and 
nsneuver the top of the wire out above the latch. Grasp both ends 
of the wire firmly and work it back and forth, pulling both ends 
towards you - and thereby working the latch out of the door 

. 'Jaob: 

• a>,ai -Jp "™ 
You have to be careful not to go too fast on this or you'll slip 
.the latch out of the door jamb and have it slip right back in after 
the wire clears it. 

These nethods of opening locked doors have worked about 757. of the 
time. There are occasions where they won't work doe to doors too 
tight, unoilcd latches, etc. 

There are also many oddconfigurations of latches and it helps to 
know exactly what the latch looks like. You can often find an 
unlocked door in the.area,- examine it (the latch), and cry your 
tool out first on choc door to get the feel for slipping that 
;articular type of latch. 

You'll olso very occasionally run into doors with tuo locks on it 
•hie: c.v.riro slipped. \\\ this case you need tuo tools. Insert one 
•i Cite tcwis »'ro..» the tope ot the door, slip the latch «md no Id 
: . .I.*;:*. Then insert t..i second cool frou the botio/.i of the 



Push here with your 
foot to get extra 
room to insert the 
tool. / 

USE this extra space ,to maneuver 
the tool between the door, the 
stop and the door jamb. 



Front and" top view of how the slanted tool works on 
the l a t ch . as the tool is moved upwards i t forces 
the latch out of the door jamb. 



The credit card i s simply iserted in the space between 
the door and the door jamb and used to sl ide the latch 
but of the door janb, working on the slanted part of 
the latch. 



ojc-if, sir,* tlie second latch and the door should open. 

If 0 door won't ipen at oil w/tn tnxs method, tncre J.S a very good 
cnancc ^especially in government buildings) that tncre is a suite 
o£ ] interconnecting rooms adjacent to the room you arc Interested In'. 
In ):his case, just. *:ry an adjacent door and go through the same 
routine again: if you have a number of different doors that could 
leak you to the sanuj room, check the amount of "play" or# looseness 
in each door and-tr/ the one that is loosest first. 

! ' '• 
Alstt, on old successful action if you know you are dealing with 
a suite ofrooms,!is to go into the rooms during the day and ' 
unlock one of the lacked doors. It is likely that a door 
found locked during the day remains locked all the time and that 
other doors in the suite are used as the entrances/exits. The 
"locked" door is!likely to not be checked each day on the assumption 
thai it will stay locked. The best doors to choose for this 
areljones that tables, chairs, etc., have been pushed up against, 

' as Ihese doors are obviously not used as entrances/exits. 

Of bourse, when you go into the suite of rooms during the day yov. shold 
have a well worked out suitable g uise that will logically explain 
your being there\ cr you won't get close enough to the door to 
unlock it unobtrusively. 

One such suitable (.uise that was used involved going into the offices 
during the day with a clipboard and informing the secretaries that 
"Facilities Management" needed to check the locks on all doors. 
we Had one door stay unlocked for three months using this 
technique. 

By jjhis time you;should be in the office. If you're not, you 
either need more':practice or you'll have to pick the lock. 

The advantage, by the way, of slipping a latch as opposed to 
picking a lock is ';) to slip a latch -takes 2-10 seconds compared with 
at iicast several minutes to pick it (unless you're very good), and 
2) you don't need as much training and experience. 

6) Once Inside thi office you have to locate the file you arc 
interested in. ! ' * 

Mos| often the fils will be 16cated in a file cabinet and probably 
M)7.l!of the time ths cabinet will be locked. 

* 
As i'oon as you run into a locked file cabinet, immediately check the 
top middle drawer of every desk in the area of the cabinet and 
youjll almost surely find the key. If you can't find the key 
thc|c, you'll have to search more thoroughly in different desk 
drapers. These keys have also shown up in file card boxes, 
taj.cjd to the cabinet, and locked in safes. But, I have never 
fow.ijtl .1 locked fjllc cabinet and not been able to find the key 
in ijjhc room, 

'.V*r ji:.-.Uon saTott occur infrequently. Like file cabinets, the 
tot... iiuicion is ajjiiost alwoys laying around somchwerc in thu roon. 

Walk ins page 5 
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n-.aini^ check the c&p middle desk drawers of any desks in the vicinity • 
,:i the snfe, lookijUg nainly Cor an index card sCscd piece of paj*cr 
•.;it;\ jthe combination on it. (For some reason, all combinations 1 
have jfound have been in this typo of paper.) If you find nothing 
then check atty alphabetical file card boxes. 1 have found 
the combination liptei under "safe", "file", and "Lock", but 
oddlyii nevcer under "zombination". If you dant find it there 
you'1 Si have to do £ thorough search of other drawers and 
desk areas. There;has been only one occasion where we weren't ; 
able to locate a safe combination - they arc pretty easy.to 
find, * . 

• 

Also, make sure that you know how to dial a safe combination. The 
most normal are.A turns left (this is actually three times past 
the number and the-jAth turn stops at the number), 3 turns 
right 11 2 turns lef£, and one turn right to zero. You then 
turn the inside knob of the dial all the way to the right 
uhilcljholding the dial at, zero; 

When tjhis is done then turn the dial as far right as it will go 
and t(je safe will open. 8n safes with no inside dial, just don't 

• stop at zero. Go al] the way to the right on the last turn and tht 
safe will open* 

When you're finished with the safe make sure to set the dial bad: 
where it was before you opened it* 

By go^ng through the file cabinets, safes, desk drawers and desk 
tops- yjou should now locate the file you are looking for* 

One p4int to keep in mind while searching for the file is to keep 
the ajjea (and the fi:e when you find it) free of fingerprints. 
Optimvimly you should wear gloves* If this is not possible and 
you halve to touch something, do so with the sides of your fingers 
or n»ak|e sure that you snudge the ptints. Prints can be easily smudged 
by giving your fingers a half turn as you withdraw them from the 
surface. 

When vou locate the .1116(3) put them in your briefcase. 

0« yovijr way out of 't'tc room, if the door* was locked when you went In, 
.T.akc siurc that the door is now unlocked as you'll want to get quickly 
back ilh when you return. There are normally buttons on the latch plate 
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vni other point:>:hcn going Into the room - often you will \ working 
rij-nis'nt fnd you} 11 need a source of light. It is inadvisable 
tojturn on lighcjs vnlcss you arc thoroughly familiar with chc 
ar<*a» "You have'lno way of knowing who can sec them especially df 
the office has ain cutsidc window. Instead, you should carry 
sonic type of small pcnlight flashlight. The batteries in 
these usually wear out after 30 minucas or so, so make sure 
you have sufficient batteries with you. 

7) Return to the rerox room you originally picked out (or, if 
absolutely ncccsjsary, go to an outside xerox machine.)• 

It is best, if possible, to lock yourself into the xerox room so 
that noone can cosily walk in on you unexpectedly. 

Ondt person should xerox while the other person puts the material 
back in the file's, therefore, start xeroxing from the last sheet :.n 
the1! file fol'der. 

You,; have to keep the files and papers clean of prints, so, if at all 
possible, wear gloves. If this can't be done then make sure you 
handle all pages! w:.th the sides of your fingers and your palms. This 
is jcasy to do after you get used to it. 

Usually there is!a title written or typed on the file folder. This 
shojuld be xeroxed also so that you can keep the files separated. 

If this is an "aet:.ve" area - i.e. there is acme type of current case 
goihg on and new'material will be added to the file, it is wise co put a 
small pencil mark ' inconspicuously) on the latest page in the file 
that you copy so!you'11 know where to start next time. Also, if 
thefrc are a large number of separate files, you should mark them 
also inconspicuously so that you will know they have been done should 
youjjor someone t \ :«e have to come back- again. 

Although I have never found it a problem, you should know that t'lerc is 
an internal counter in virtually all copying machines that will '.record 
the''number of copies you make. 

Also!, once I ran'across an agency which issued counting device to their 
employees as an economy measure to cut down on the uec of the xerox 
uaciifinc. These devices are rectangular in shape - metal cases aoout 
4"X2"J:3/4" - that have a counting mechanism showing through the 
front "window" o£ :hc case. Wihhout having one of these devices 
you jean't operate :he xerox machine. To operate the machine you 
Piocp on of these >lcviccs into a rectangular hole on the control 
pnndjl of the machine and when so placed, the machine will opcrats 
(afepr it is turned on of course). ' 

If >>i>u run across: this situation you'll have to search the desk tops 
and itr.v-ors in tiie vicinity of the machine to find one of these 
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!.:.*••» che room the tcay chat you found it. 

8) Return to the roon you got the files fron and replace ti.om Li 
exactly the place vou got them from. 

One thins that is ,jood for the nerves is to he assured that noons 
has gone into the room ( or may still be in there) while you 
were xeroxing. An easy way to handle this is to take a quite 
small piece of pap'ir and stick it between the door jamb and the 
door when you are leaving to do your xeroxing. Leave a small 
end of the paper, sticking out so you can barely sec it from the 
corridor. Then; wicn you return and you see the paper in the 
same place you can' enter the room with confidence. 

If the paper should be disturbed when you return (this has .not 
happened to me)jyojjll have to decide, based on the situation, 
whether to uiitjar-jund and return the file, whether to return 
the file in some o:her fashion (e.g. "route" them back using th 
agency's coxm lines, leave them in another oJificc, etc.), or just take 
the files out with you. 

After you have returned the files, look around the tbom and make 
sure that nothing ilse was disturbed* 

Also, don't forget to relock a file cabinet if it was locked to 
begin with and male* sure all keys arc returned unfingcrprintcd 
•to where you got tlcm. 

When you leave the room make sure the door is now locked (if it 
was locked to begi.i with) and smudge any prints that may be on the 
doorknob. 

You should have yojr copies of the documents wither in an upper 
flap, of your brief :ase or in the main part of the briefcase turned 
face down with a biok or legal pad on top. This is in case the 
guard rhecks your briefcase on the way out. All he will see are 
papers and won't bj able to read any of them. 

9) Miscellaneous: I 
a) 1 have nearly ilKays found it better to approach guards and 
cleaners rather thin shy away from them. This would be more in 
line with the beinjness you have assumed. 

1 always try to cs:ablish some ARC with these people so they arc 
comfortable with mi in the area and assume that I belong there. 

Cleaners usually o n e in after all the day tiino employees have laft the! 
arcc sad therefore arc not familiar, uich the day tine employees. 
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There arc exceptions to this. For instance you may do a wa„ -in 
loo!;in'; Cor a specific piece of scond.il material, but generally 
the above order of priority should be followed. You don't want 
to set on i}3 before il is fully completed, no matter how interesting 
»3 ssny be, because ycur access can be cut at any titr.c. 

d) When you are dealing with an extremely large agency or croup 
it is beneficial to isix an FSM with » walk-in. 

« 

The FSM will be limited pretty much to a specific area of the 
agency yet there nay be many other areas of the agency that may 
have files on us. • Hiving the FSM go out of her immediate area 
alone and walking arc und in other divisions or sections could 
be as bad-as sending one person in to do a walk-in. There arc 
exceptions to this, <f course, where an FSM is extremely familiar 
with the whole building. 

Just follow t'he normal routine of a walk-in when doing this, and steer 
clear of the FSM's actual area of employment. 

c) Electronics* can he a concern when doing a walk-in. There is 
a possibility that a door can be alarmed or that there are TV 
cameras that arc inon:.cored at a guard-station, etc. 

I have only run acror.s this in "national Security" type areas 
which are usually no: amenable to a walk-in anyway and require 
FSMs. 

If you have any do'ub : about an area possibly being alarmed or 
montiored in some ua; you should check it out first. 

You'll need to go in:o the area during work hours on. some pretext, 
and get a good look it the inside of the room. You are looking 
for wires and switch is around theinsidc door frame. Also look 
in the corridor for ) panel that loo'*s like a light switch cover that 
.has a slot for a key, and two lights - usually a red and a green. This 
turns' on and off an ilarm system via a key. A green light usually 
means that the alarm is off and a red light means that it is on. 

There are other devices such as pressure sensitivd devices under a 
rug, or notion dctcc:ors, but I have little familiarity with them 
and have never run iato them. 

You also want to chc;l; the upper corners* of the room (ncor the ceiling) 
for coweras, and a Is 3 check the corridors for the same. Then, go 
to the guard stotion and sea it there are any TV sets for monitoring 
the rooms and corridors* 

* 

1 f t'/.c shs'NS is dons you cai\ be reasonably certain that the area 
is •'clean" or not. 

http://scond.il
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